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Abstract: The supplier selection process is a strategic decision-making process that influences the
company’s sustainability. Lately, the sustainability concept has been highlighted as an organization’s
source of success and profitability. Therefore, the selection of a sustainable supplier has become an
imperative for organizations and is the focus of this manuscript. Suppliers are key stakeholders in the
supply chain, and their proper selection is a key factor in a successful and sustainable supply chain.
For this reason, it is crucial to determine how and which methods are mostly used by companies when
choosing sustainable suppliers with the aim of examining whether the Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA) contributes to the same. This article is the first to present a comprehensive bibliometric
analysis of 87 articles dealing with the application of DEA in the sustainable supplier selection in the
period 2010–2022, with the application of the keywords “Data Envelopment Analysis”, “Supplier”,
and “Sustainable” in Scopus and Web of Science databases. The main goal of this manuscript is to
explore the applications of DEA in a sustainable supplier selection and to provide an analysis and
visualization of bibliometric data to reveal the annual trends of published articles in this area, the top
contributing journals, the most cited papers, the most contributing authors, citations, affiliations, and
countries’ analysis, and an in-depth keyword visualization analysis. The findings of this study provide
valuable insights and emphasize the ever-growing trend toward the selection of sustainable partners
and suppliers in business using DEA methodology. Notably, this work shows the applicability
and efficacy of DEA in specialized areas of supply chain management and should contribute to
the construction of an overview of the existing literature on DEA studies regarding the process of
selection of sustainable suppliers in supply chain management as well as stimulate the interest in the
topic. This article gives an overview of a research field that is actually insufficiently explored through
the scientific literature and presents a wide area and guidelines for future work.

Keywords: data envelopment analysis (DEA); efficiency measurement; non-parametric approach;
sustainability; sustainable supplier selection; supply chain; bibliometric review

1. Introduction

Purchasing and supply chain management have a key role in creating a company’s
competitive edge. Moreover, purchasing represents “a strategic role in supply chain man-
agement for a firm and is the driver of competitive advantage” [1]. Therefore, the selection
of suppliers in any business is one of the vital decision-making processes that have a major
impact on the business’ viability and sustainability. “Supplier selection is an important
decision-making problem which involves many quantitative and qualitative factors incor-
porating vagueness and imprecision” [2]. The importance of a supplier selection whose
actions affect the performance and productivity of the supply chain is a process that re-
quires quality assessment, evaluation, and, ultimately, the selection of suppliers that will
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contribute to an increase in the overall efficiency of the supply chain, reduced procurement
costs, as well as an increase in market competitiveness [3].

However, the changes in the societies, as well as the increasing importance of corpo-
rative social responsibility, have imposed even greater importance on the selection and
cooperation with sustainable, eco, and green suppliers.

The concept of sustainable development, which is connected to the selection of sustain-
able suppliers, emphasizes the need and necessity of the company to change the current
business, values, rules, attitudes at all levels, activities, and business processes. Economic
development and growth and the process of globalization and internationalization of
society and markets cannot be stopped, but it is necessary to think in the direction of
ensuring a healthy, sustainable, and green society, and a quality economy that will have
less harmful effects on the environment. Therefore, it is no wonder that the selection of
sustainable suppliers that ensures sustainable development is one of the key elements
needed to formulate and implement development policies in the world. The key factor
for a successful supply chain is the selection of sustainable suppliers but also the selection
of the best sustainable strategy in the supply chain. Application of the DEA model in the
process of selecting sustainable suppliers and the best sustainable strategy in the supply
chain contributes to increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of the entire supply chain. It
also contributes to the sustainability concept in the supply chain design [4].

This encapsulates the reason why DEA methodology has been of interest for re-
searchers in studies regarding the process of selection of sustainable suppliers. DEA is the
leading non-parametric approach for measuring the relative efficiency and benchmarking
of peer decision-making units (DMUs). Ever since its introduction in 1978 by the semi-
nal paper of Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes [5,6], it has been widely recognized as one of
the most effective methodologies for measuring efficiency and performance. Moreover,
there are some specific areas in which DEA has been most applied [7]. More on the DEA
methodology is laid out in Section 2.

To research and review novelties and benefits in the field of DEA and its application in
the selection of sustainable suppliers, numerous pieces of world literature were researched.
In this manuscript, an extensive bibliometric-based survey was conducted to summarize
past findings in a research field—in this case, findings on DEA and its application in the
selection of sustainable suppliers. Papers within the Scopus and Web of Science (WoS)
databases were used to gather information on the research topic, which shows that the
field of DEA has been researched by a large number of authors but is still insufficient in the
field of its application in the selection of sustainable suppliers. This research and literature
gap were the main motivation behind this research. The results of searching Scopus and
Web of Science databases are presented in order to demonstrate the scarcity of this research
topic, which resulted in 87 scientific papers dealing with DEA and its application in the
selection of sustainable suppliers. The number of papers that investigate the issue of
selection of sustainable suppliers with DEA methodology increased substantially from 2017
to 2022. Most of the research papers were from Iran, China, and the USA. In the research
approach, the focus is only on papers in the field of DEA that are linked to the selection of
sustainable suppliers.

Therefore, the main goal of the present work is to perform an extensive literature
review with bibliometric analysis of studies integrating DEA in a sustainable supplier
selection in an attempt to answer the main research question: what are the current av-
enues of research for such studies? The results obtained are further complemented with
a thematic analysis of real-world applications. There are not many studies that explore
the application of DEA in the selection of sustainable suppliers and its importance and
contribution to strengthening sustainable supply chain management, so this research con-
tributes to strengthening the awareness of organizations about its application. Application
of DEA is relatively new in a process of selection of sustainable suppliers so it needs to
be strongly and systematically developed further especially with its impact on develop-
ment of sustainable supply chains. By analyzing the relevant scientific sources, it can be
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concluded that a strategic approach to the application and use of DEA in the selection of
sustainable suppliers can provide numerous advantages and benefits. Based on the review
and analysis of previous world research and based on the analysis of the application of the
DEA methodology, several additional research questions are asked: (1) How does the use of
the DEA methodology by companies affect the supply chain, and is this presented through
researched literature? (2) Does the application of the DEA methodology by companies affect
the quality and better selection of suppliers, i.e., sustainable suppliers, and is this presented
through researched literature? (3) Is there a connection between the application of the DEA
methodology when companies choose suppliers (they do not care about sustainability)
and when they choose sustainable suppliers, and is this presented through researched
literature? These questions are posed as additional research questions to the main research
question to find out whether the DEA methodology affects and is a useful tool to select
sustainable suppliers recognized by companies that can ultimately affect the sustainable
supply chain presented through bibliographic review of the literature. Moreover, this study
reveals the annual trends of published articles in this area, the top contributing journals,
the most cited papers, the most contributing authors, citations, affiliations and countries’
analysis, and an in-depth keyword visualization analysis.

The main contributions to this bibliometric review can be summarized as follows: (a) A
bibliometric-based survey on the DEA applications for selection of sustainable suppliers is
conducted; (b) Clarivate WoS and Scopus databases are explored for collecting the relevant
studies; (c) Interesting statistical information from the DEA literature regarding DEA
applications in the process of sustainable suppliers’ selection is extracted; (d) The main
real-world applications and case studies of DEA are categorized; (e) The main research
directions and gaps are suggested for future studies that employ DEA in the sustainable
supplier selection process.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, a theoretical frame-
work regarding the sustainable suppliers and the DEA methodology is given. Section 3
presents the results from DEA articles in the selection of sustainable suppliers, including
the research approach, publication years, document types, keywords analysis, the authors
and journals analysis, affiliations analysis, citations analysis, and the co-authorship analysis
based on countries. Section 4 opens up a discussion and presents the implications of this
research and introduces the future trends for DEA in the selection of sustainable suppliers.
The last, fifth section concludes the findings from the bibliometric literature review.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. Sustainable/Green Suppliers

Supply chains enable and represent the flow of goods, services, and information
without which it is impossible to imagine the normal functioning of the market. They
include and are part of the primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors and cover the entire
process and flow of production [8]. Supply chains create added value in the business
process, which is why it is necessary to manage the supply chain in order to create added
value constantly. The supply chain management process includes an “integrated process
that includes planning and managing all stakeholder selection activities, procurement of
materials, transformation of materials into the final product, as well as related logistics
activities within the entire chain” [9] (p. 187). In order to examine the efficiency of the
supply chain, the “Game-theoretical Design Technique” approach was tested. The design
approach allows easier access to business decisions within the supply chain when the
supply chain is exposed to some uncertain parameters and ensures agile, cooperative, and
resource-efficient design of multi-stage supply chains [10].

The supply chain is evolving rapidly, and while this development follows the technol-
ogy development, it also intends to ensure sustainable development. Many authors equate
sustainable development with economic and social growth. Sustainable development is the
aspiration of society to achieve sustainable economic growth to the extent that it will meet
the needs of present and future generations. It is necessary to preserve production capacity
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for the long term while achieving social goals such as increasing real income per capita,
improving hygiene and nutrition, educational achievement, access to resources, equitable
distribution of wealth, and increasing freedom [11–14]. The key goal of any organization
is to ensure sustainability and create sustainable business models. Such an approach and
business model rely primarily on the selection of sustainable and green suppliers that
will ensure the path to sustainable development. Supply chains and their management
and governance are a complex system that strives to minimize costs and maximize the
level of service, and its focus today should primarily be on the selection of sustainable
(green) suppliers.

Sustainable (green) suppliers improve and assist sustainable business models in the
field of supply chain management. With an emphasis on sustainability and environmental
care, the selection of green suppliers should be a central component and goal in supply
chain management [15]. Suppliers and supplier relationship management create several
benefits for the company—from creating long-term and loyal partners to creating greater
visibility through better communication with them. Choosing a reliable business partner is
the task of the management of companies that want to achieve long-term competitiveness
and sustainability in the market. Sustainable (green) supplier selection and assessment are
the most significant and complex challenges for supply chain managers [16,17]. Supplier
selection is “intrinsically related to the Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) prob-
lem” [18]. Moreover, the process of selecting a supplier represents a “key competence in
the sourcing function” [19]. Today, everything is intensified through environmental (green)
factors that have, i.e., should have an impact on the selection of reliable and green suppliers.
The question of how to identify and select sustainable suppliers can be answered through
a system of weights that determine environmental factors as important decision factors
when selecting suppliers by changing the DEA methodology [20]. One of the problems
that arises in the business environment today is the selection of suppliers, primarily the
selection of sustainable suppliers. Quality and proper selection of suppliers enable and
facilitate the cross-efficiency fuzzy DEA technique. This method evaluates the efficiency of
the supply chain and all its members (primarily in this case—suppliers) with the correct
ranking which then allows the correct selection of suppliers and later reflects on the overall
efficiency, costs, and delivery time within the supply chain [21].

Choosing sustainable suppliers means choosing business partners with the most
beneficial monetary value on the one hand and the least harmful impact on society and
the environment on the other [22]. Assessing the sustainability and performance of the
supplier and the supply chain itself requires a selection of optimal tools and methods for
the selection process, where DEA is an important tool for measuring the performance of
sustainable suppliers and sustainable supply chains [23]. That the DEA methodology and
the evaluation index method are an objective and quantitative tool for evaluating and
selecting sustainable (green) suppliers is a fact confirmed by numerous researchers through
their empirical research [23–30].

However, considering the importance of suppliers in the strategy framework of supply
chains, it is rather surprising that “the sourcing function has not been subject to more
focused research on the development of adequate decision support tools” [19].

2.2. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)

The DEA is a linear mathematical programming technique that is used for the eval-
uation of the performance (i.e., the relative efficiencies) of a group of complex entities
referred to as Decision-Making Units (DMUs) [31]. DEA is one of the most widely applied
non-parametric methodologies ever since its introduction in 1978 by Charnes, Cooper, and
Rhodes (1978) [5,6] that has grown into a powerful mathematical and linear programming
technique. Namely, according to [7], there are five areas in which DEA has been most
applied, and these are Agriculture, Banking, Supply Chain, Transportation, and Public
Policy. Research conducted in the field of supply chain related to planning and resource
management in intermodal terminals proves that the application of the DEA model allows
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planning decisions under conflicting requirements (the DEA method provides data on the
number, capacity, and allocation of resources to address increasing flows) [32]. Moreover,
the positive implication and real case study regarding the usage of the DEA method in the
supply chain is used “to determine the efficiency of the rescheduled timetable (in terms of
reduction of delays and maximization of robustness) and to rank alternatives according to
their efficiency values [33] (p. 256).

DEA is a non-statistical and non-parametric approach that “makes no assumptions
regarding the distribution of inefficiencies or the functional form of the production function
(although it does impose some technical restrictions such as monotonicity and convex-
ity)” [34], which represents one of its main advantages over parametric methodologies.
It is a “data-oriented“ method that converts multiple inputs to multiple outputs when
evaluating peer units—DMUs [35]. DEA focuses on the extreme observations, which is
its main distinction from the parametric methodologies that “focus on average tendencies
and deviations from it”. Moreover, DEA can employ multiple inputs and outputs, while
parametric methodologies can only employ one output, which represents one of their
biggest limitations [36]. This makes DEA “an excellent data-oriented efficiency analysis
method” when using multiple inputs and outputs and “a useful performance evaluation
and decision-making tool” [37].

DEA identifies the relative efficient DMUs in the observed sample that shape the
efficiency frontier that measures the inefficiency of inputs or outputs of the other DMUs in
the sample by comparing them and benchmarking with the relative efficient DMUs. Thus,
DEA is also an econometric frontier method. The DMUs that lie on the frontier have the best
relative efficiency, whereas the ones that are inefficient lie below the efficiency frontier [38].
Moreover, the results from the DEA vary from 0 to 1 (or 0 to 100%), with 1 being relatively
efficient and a result below 1 being relatively inefficient. Thus, this approach enables a
simple comparison of the DMUs in the sample [39,40].

Two basic DEA models are named in honor of their founders (CCR—Charnes, Cooper,
and Rhodes and BCC—Banker, Charnes, and Cooper [5,6]). The CCR model employs a
constant return to scale (CRS) assumption, i.e., “the output variables increase proportionally
with input variables” [41], whereas the BCC DEA model employs a variable returns-to-scale
(VRS) assumption, assuming that the proportional change in inputs does not necessarily
lead to a proportional change in the outputs. The CCR model is graphically represented as
a straight line, whereas the BCC model is represented by a convex hull [42].

However, it should be kept in mind that DEA is a methodology that explores the
relative (and not absolute) efficiency within the analyzed sample of peer decision-making
units [43]. The limitations and downsides of DEA are often scholarly researched, but most
of the authors agree that “its advantages outweigh its limitations” and DEA should be
considered “a significant diagnostic tool” [31].

In this bibliographic review, the applications of DEA in the process of supplier selection
were taken into consideration. Moreover, this paper could represent an incentive to other
scholars and researchers to employ the DEA methodology in the decision-making processes
in any industry due to its advantages, easy implementation, and insights it provides.

3. Results on DEA Articles in the Selection of Sustainable Suppliers
3.1. Research Approach—A Survey and Bibliometric Analysis of DEA Literature Regarding the
Selection of Sustainable Suppliers

In this research, the bibliometric analysis was conducted as a way of summarizing past
findings in a research field (in this case, findings on the selection of sustainable suppliers
using DEA). A systematic and comprehensive search was carried out in different databases,
including the Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus databases. Relevant databases for this
research were identified, and the focus was on the peer-review journals that are cited
in Scopus and WoS (SSCI and SCI papers). Tables 1 and 2 present search strategies in
WoS (SSCI and SCI) and Scopus (1990–2022 for the WoS database and 1980–2022 for the
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Scopus database). In the mentioned periods, the papers appear by searching the mentioned
databases according to the search strategy.

Table 1. WoS (SSCI, SCI) search strategy.

Search Strategy Hits Timespan Indexes

Data Envelopment Analysis (Title) AND
Data Envelopment Analysis (Abstract),

Data Envelopment Analysis (Keywords)
2.371 1990–March 2022

SCIEXPAND.,
SSCI, A&HCI,

ESCI

Refined by:
Supplier AND Sustainable 18 2017–March 2022

SCIEXPAND.,
SSCI, A&HCI,

ESCI

Source: Authors’ work, 2022.

Table 2. Scopus search strategy.

Search Strategy Hits Timespan Indexes

TITLE-ABS-KEY (data AND
envelopment AND analysis) 4.991 1980–March 2022 Scopus

Refined by:
Supplier AND Sustainable 795 2003–March 2022 Scopus

Source: Authors’ work, 2022.

Through the first part of the search, WoS and Scopus were checked using keywords:
“Data Envelopment Analysis” + “Supplier” + “Sustainable”. This approach resulted in
813 hits (795 in Scopus and 18 in WoS). The aforementioned keywords are searched in
“Title, Abstract, and Keywords” of documents belonging to Scopus and WoS databases.

The selection process of the papers for the bibliometric analysis is presented in Figure 1.
According to Figure 1, the keywords “Data Envelopment Analysis + Supplier + Sustainable”
were searched in “Title, Abstract, and Keywords” of documents belonging to WoS and
Scopus databases. However, after merging all papers, 14 papers that were found in both
databases were excluded. Therefore, 799 papers remained for the analysis. After reviewing
the abstracts and keywords of all 799 papers, the papers that did not report the description
of Data Envelopment Analysis + Supplier + Sustainable were eliminated. The paper was
considered relevant if it fit the criterion of specifically covering the area of using DEA in
the selection of sustainable suppliers (Figure 1). Finally, 87 publications remained after
applying this exclusion criterion, and these 87 represent the basis for further analysis,
including journal papers (JP), conference papers (CP), and review (RW) found in the
DEA literature regarding the selection of sustainable suppliers using the DEA approach
(2003–2022 regarding the Scopus database and 2017–2022 regarding the WoS database
according to the search strategy).

3.2. Publication Years, Document Types, and Keywords Analysis

In the first step of the bibliometric analysis, the DEA literature regarding the selec-
tion of sustainable suppliers using the DEA approach is analyzed based on publication
frequency during time horizon, document types, and the number of authors. The statistics
based on basic information from the DEA literature regarding the selection of sustainable
suppliers using the DEA approach are presented in Figure 2a–c. As shown in Figure 2a–c,
the popularity of the DEA literature regarding the selection of sustainable suppliers using
the DEA approach has increased, and a growing trend is apparent from 2017 until now, but
it is also expected for the DEA approach in the field of selection of sustainable suppliers to
grow even more in the future. This is understandable considering the overall increasing
trend and awareness regarding sustainability in business and its positive impact as “a
source of success, innovation, and profitability of companies” [44] throughout the world.
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Sustainable development as well as sustainable management are global goals which
require a long-term strategy of policy coordination for economic, social, and environmen-
tally sustainable development. Today’s businesses should strive to ensure and harmonize
their own economic development and progress on the one hand and protect the environ-
ment on the other. The concept of sustainable development originated and began being
mentioned in the 1980s, and the focus itself is on the connection between the development
of society and environmental protection. Respecting the concept of sustainable develop-
ment and doing business sustainably require companies to define strategies and create
an economy that can regenerate itself and be sustainable. In order to ensure sustainable
development in the company’s business, numerous business transformations—from digital
to technological—are necessary. This should all be conducted while respecting economic
concepts which hold great potential and are possible solutions for sustainable development.
Today, the strategy of sustainable development should be an integral part of the corporate
strategy of the company, creating a business policy of the company aimed at the system of
sustainable development. This way it contributes to the balance of company management
through the cooperation of dynamic business and economic activities of the set system and
changes caused by a dynamic ecological system.
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of documents per year, (b) distribution of publication type, (c) distribution of the number of document
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The word cloud of the DEA literature regarding the selection of sustainable suppliers
using the DEA approach based on the most popular keywords in DEA is presented in
Figure 3. A word cloud is “a visualization technique that provides the user with an
overview of the content of a collection of texts”, where the word size in the word cloud
represents the frequency with which the words appear in the text collection [45]. Moreover,
a “word cloud is a visual representation of word frequency”, which means that the larger
the words, the more frequently does the term appear within the text collection [46]. Word
clouds have been widely used in bibliometric analysis as a guidance tool that helps identify
the focus of the large set of published articles. The word cloud in this article was presented
with the text mining technique and the word cloud option in R (Figure 3). This simple
analysis and the tool we used prove that the search strategy of this article was chosen
correctly, as the most popular keywords and key phrases which appear in the word cloud
of the selection of sustainable suppliers with DEA also appear in the search keywords.
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3.3. Authors and Journals Analysis

In the second step of the bibliometric analysis, statistics based on authors and journals
in the DEA literature regarding the selection of sustainable suppliers using the DEA
approach are extracted. The top contributing authors and the most influential journals in
the DEA field regarding the selection of sustainable suppliers using the DEA approach are
proposed in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

Table 3. The top contributing authors in sustainable supplier selection with DEA literature.

Author JP CP First Second Third Fourth Total

Saen R.F. 18 11 5 2 18
Izadikhah M. 7 6 1 7

Yousefi S. 6 1 2 3 6
Azadi M. 5 3 1 1 5

Shabanpour H. 4 3 1 4
Wang C.-N 4 4 4

Amindoust A. 3 1 4 4
Dania W.A.P. 3 1 2 2 4

Dobos I. 3 1 1 2
Vörösmarty G. 3 1 2 2 4

Tavana M 3 2 1 3
Ahmadi K. 3 3 3

Jain V. 3 1 2 3
Kumar S. 3 1 2 3
Kumar A 3 2 1 3

Li F. 3 2 1 3
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Table 3. Cont.

Author JP CP First Second Third Fourth Total

Moheb-Alizadeh H 3 3 3
Handfield R. 3 3 3
Jauhar S.K. 2 1 3 3
Jafarzadeh

Ghoushchi S 2 1 1 2

Chandra C. 2 2 2
Pant M. 2 2 2

Rashidi K. 2 2 2
Raut R. 2 1 1 2

Kharat M. 2 1 1 2
Sharafi H. 2 1 1 2

Soltanifar M 2 1 1 2
Zhang Z 2 1 1 2
Zhou X 2 2 2

Source: Authors’ work, 2022.

Table 4. The top journals contributing to the sustainable supplier selection with DEA literature.

Journal 2010–2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 Total

International Journal of
Production Economics 2 1 1 1 1 6

Journal of Cleaner Production 1 2 1 1 1 6

Sustainability (Switzerland) 2 2 2 6

Computers and Industrial
Engineering 1 2 1 4

Annals of Operations Research 1 1 1 3

Benchmarking 1 1 2

Computers and Operations
Research 1 1 2

Environmental Science and
Pollution Research 1 1 2

Group Decision and Negotiation 1 1 2

Industrial Management and Data 1 1 2

International Journal of Industrial
and Systems Engineering 1 1 2

Neural Computing and
Applications 1 1 2

Transportation Research Part D:
Transport and Environment 2 2

Source: Authors’ work, 2022.

The identification of the top contributing authors presents the authors who have the
highest impact in the research field. In addition, the presentation of the top journals helps
researchers to identify journals that are suitable to submit their papers. In Table 3, the
number of research works by each author is presented separately by the type of publication
(JP, CP) and the order of the author (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th) among the authors of the research.

As seen in Table 3, Saen R.F. from the Department of Industrial Management, Faculty of
Management and Accounting, Karaj Branch, Islamic Azad University, with 18 co-authored
research works, dominates the list of top contributing authors in the DEA literature regard-
ing the selection of sustainable suppliers using the DEA approach. Izadikhah M. from the
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Department of Mathematics, College of Science, Arak Branch, Islamic Azad University
with 7 research works and one co-authored paper is also a top contributing author. The
authors’ analysis of the DEA field regarding the selection of sustainable (green) suppliers
using the DEA approach from a qualitative aspect shows that authors Kuo R.J., Wang Y.C.,
and Tien F.C. are the pioneering researchers in the DEA field regarding the selection of
sustainable (green) suppliers using the DEA approach and are the top-cited authors in
this field.

According to Table 4, articles in the DEA field regarding the selection of sustainable
(green) suppliers using the DEA approach were published in top-tier journals such as
Annals of Operations Research (3 articles), Benchmarking (2 articles), Computers and
Industrial Engineering (4 articles), Computers and Operations Research (2 articles), Envi-
ronmental Science and Pollution Research (2 articles), Group Decision and Negotiation
(2 articles), Industrial Management and Data (2 articles), International Journal of Indus-
trial and Systems Engineering (2 articles), International Journal of Production Economics
(6 articles), Journal of Cleaner Production (6 articles), Neural Computing and Applications
(2 articles), Sustainability (Switzerland) (6 articles), and Transportation Research Part D:
Transport and Environment (2 articles). This indicates the attractiveness of the DEA ap-
proach regarding the selection of sustainable (green) suppliers using the DEA methodology.

3.4. Affiliations Analysis

As a third step of the bibliometric analysis, a statistical overview of the top contribut-
ing affiliations in sustainable supplier selection with the application of DEA methodology
was conducted and is presented in Table 5. A brief presentation of the most influential
countries/territories as well as organizations/institutions along with the number of publi-
cations containing the DEA literature regarding the selection of sustainable suppliers using
the DEA approach is laid out. According to the results shown in Table 5, the top 10 con-
tributing countries in the DEA area regarding the selection of sustainable suppliers using
the DEA approach are Iran, China, the United States, India, Taiwan, Hungary, Malaysia,
Australia, Germany, and Canada. On the other hand, the top five contributing universities
and institutions in the DEA field regarding the selection of sustainable suppliers using
the DEA approach are Islamic Azad University, North Carolina State University, Indian
Institute of Technology, Corvinus University of Budapest, and the National Institute of
Industrial Engineering.

Table 5. Top contributing affiliations in the sustainable supplier selection with DEA literature.

Countries/Territories Number of
Publications Organizations/Institutions Number of

Publications

Iran 60 Islamic Azad University 27
China 28 North Carolina State University 6

United States 20 Indian Institute of Technology 5
India 18 Corvinus University of Budapest 4

Taiwan 15 National Institute of Industrial Engineering 5
Hungary 7 Sohar University 3
Malaysia 7 La Salle University 3
Australia 6 University of Malaya 3
Germany 5 La Salle University, Philadelphia 3
Canada 5 University of St. Thomas 3
Oman 4 Budapest University of Technology and Economics 3

Slovenia 3 University of Chinese Academy of Sciences 3
United Arab Emirates 3 Universitas Brawijaya, Malang, Indonesia 2

United Kingdom 3 University of Technology, Sydney 2

Indonesia 2 National Kaohsiung University of
Applied Sciences 3
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Table 5. Cont.

Countries/Territories Number of
Publications Organizations/Institutions Number of

Publications

South Africa 2 University of Tehran 3
Sweden 2 University of Paderborn 3
Vietnam 2 Fuzhou University 2
Belgium 2 University of British Columbia 2
Denmark 1 National Institute of Technology 3

France 1 University of Sharjah 3
Japan 1 University of Gothenburg 2

Mexico 1 Fortune Institute of Technology 2
Singapore 1 Griffith Business School, Griffith University 2

Norway 1 National Kaohsiung University of
Applied Sciences 2

New Zealand 1 University of Technology, Sydney 2
Saudi Arabia 1 Dongbei University of Finance and Economics 2
Switzerland 1 University of Ljubljana 2

Poland 1 University of Michigan–Dearborn 2
Tunisia 1 Indian Institute of Management 2

Russian Federation 1 Urmia University of Technology 2

Source: Authors’ work, 2022.

3.5. Citations Analysis

Out of the total number of published articles implementing DEA in the sustainable
supplier selection (87), the number of cited articles is 73 (83.91%). In the fourth phase of
this bibliometric analysis, the statistics regarding citations of the surveyed papers were
analyzed based on data from the Scopus and WoS databases.

The list of the most cited research in the field of sustainable supplier selection is
presented in Table 6. As seen in Table 6, the most cited documents in the research field of
sustainable supplier selection with DEA were published in top-tier journals such as the
International Journal of Production Economics (4 articles), Journal of Cleaner Production
(4 articles), Annals of Operations Research (3 papers), Computers and Industrial Engi-
neering (3 articles), Environmental Science and Pollution Research (2 papers), Computers
and Operations Research (2 articles), Group Decision and Negotiation (2 articles), Neural
Computing and Applications (2 articles), Sustainability (2 articles), Transportation Research
Part D: Transport and Environment (2 articles), Benchmarking (1 article), Omega (1 article),
Processes (1 article), Mathematics (1 article), Advanced Materials Research (1 article), and
Applied Soft Computing Journal (1 article). The citation analysis implies the importance of
the selection of sustainable suppliers.

Table 6. Top cited documents in sustainable supplier selection with DEA literature.

Year Author (s) Publication Citations

2010 Kuo R.J., Wang Y.C., Tien F.C. Journal of Cleaner Production 443

2015 Azadi M., Jafarian M., Saen R.F., Mirhedayatian S.M. Computers and Operations
Research 247

2014 Kumar A., Jain V., Kumar S. Omega (United Kingdom) 199

2014 Bai C., Sarkis J. Supply Chain Management 143

2019 Rashidi K., Cullinane K. Expert Systems with Applications 114

2014 Dobos I., Vörösmarty G. International Journal of
Production Economics 109

2015 Mahdiloo M., Saen R.F., Lee K.-H. International Journal of
Production Economics 93
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Table 6. Cont.

Year Author (s) Publication Citations

2016 Fallahpour A., Olugu E.U., Musa S.N.,
Khezrimotlagh D., Wong K.Y.

Neural Computing and
Applications 91

2016 Zhou X., Pedrycz W., Kuang Y., Zhang Z. Applied Soft Computing Journal 75

2017 Hatami-Marbini A., Agrell P.J., Tavana M.,
Khoshnevis P. Journal of Cleaner Production 69

2017 Shabanpour H., Yousefi S., Saen R.F. Journal of Cleaner Production 59

2019 Moheb-Alizadeh H., Handfield R. Computers and Industrial
Engineering 49

2015 Shi P., Yan B., Shi S., Ke C. Information Technology and
Management 46

2018 Amindoust A. Computers and Industrial
Engineering 40

2019 Pishchulov G., Trautrims A., Chesney T., Gold S.,
Schwab L.

International Journal of
Production Economics 34

2018 Moheb-Alizadeh H., Handfield R. International Journal of
Production Research 33

2017 Shabanpour H., Yousefi S., Farzipoor Saen R. Transportation Research Part D:
Transport and Environment 32

2016 Jain V., Kumar S., Kumar A., Chandra C. Journal of Manufacturing Systems 30

2017 Tavana M., Shabanpour H., Yousefi S., Farzipoor
Saen R.

Neural Computing and
Applications 29

2019 Cheaitou A., Larbi R., Al Housani B. Socio-Economic Planning Sciences 29

2017 Izadikhah M., Farzipoor Saen R., Ahmadi K. Transportation Research Part D:
Transport and Environment 28

2018 Wang C.-N., Nguyen V.T., Thai H.T.N., Tran N.N.,
Tran T.L.A. Mathematics 28

2018 Raut R., Kharat M., Kamble S., Kumar C.S. Benchmarking 28

2018 Jafarzadeh Ghoushchi S., Dodkanloi Milan M.,
Jahangoshai Rezaee M.

Journal of Industrial Engineering
International 27

2018 Zarbakhshnia N., Jaghdani T.J. International Journal of Advanced
Manufacturing Technology 25

2021 Kaur H., Prakash Singh S. International Journal of
Production Economics 25

2020 Tavassoli M., Saen R.F., Zanjirani D.M. Sustainable Production and
Consumption 22

2019 Torres-Ruiz A., Ravindran A.R. Computers and Industrial
Engineering 20

2019 Wu M.-Q., Zhang C.-H., Liu X.-N., Fan J.-P. IEEE Access 20

2018 Boudaghi E., Farzipoor Saen R. Computers and Operations
Research 18

2017 Izadikhah M., Saen R.F., Ahmadi K. Asia-Pacific Journal of
Operational Research 17

2020 Wang C.-N., Tsai H.-T., Ho T.-P., Nguyen V.-T.,
Huang Y.-F. Processes 17

2016 Kumar A., Jain V., Kumar S., Chandra C. Enterprise Information Systems 16

2017 Wang C.-N., Ho H.T., Luo S.-H., Lin T.-F. Sustainability (Switzerland) 16
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Table 6. Cont.

Year Author (s) Publication Citations

2018 Choudhury N., Raut R.D., Gardas B.B., Kharat M.G.,
Ichake S.

International Journal of Business
Excellence 16

2017 Yu M.-C., Su M.-H. Sustainability (Switzerland) 14

2013 Amindoust A., Ahmed S., Saghafinia A. Advanced Materials Research 12

2015 Jauhar S.K., Pant M., Nagar M.C. Computer Methods in Materials
Science 12

2018 Izadikhah M., Saen R.F., Roostaee R. Annals of Operations Research 12

2020 Vörösmarty G., Dobos I. Journal of Cleaner Production 10

Source: Authors’ work, 2022.

Figure 4 shows the citations’ overview and tracks citation data generated from a set of
selected documents (87 selected documents) and introduces citation frequency in the field
of sustainable supplier selection with the DEA literature with their number of documents
as well as the h-index of sustainable supplier selection with the DEA literature. The h-index
is based on the highest number of papers included that have had at least the same number
of citations.
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Figure 4. Citations analysis of sustainable supplier selection with DEA literature, (a) citation overview
of selected documents in sustainable supplier selection with DEA literature, (b) frequency of citations
in DEA literature regarding the sustainable supplier selection, (c) h-index of literature of sustainable
supplier selection with DEA literature. Source: Authors’ work, 2022.

The citation analysis enables researchers “to identify the most cited studies in a specific
field and the evolution of their popularity over time” and it is believed that “the number of
citations to a particular document indicates its impact on literature” [47].

3.6. Co-Authorship Analysis

With the help of the VOSviewer software, the network visualization for country
co-authorship was created (Figure 5), and the network visualization of the top authors’
density visualization is presented in Figure 6. A total of 32 countries were identified as
contributing countries. However, only 7 of them are shown in Figure 5 since they are
the most contributing countries in the area of sustainable supplier selection with DEA.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 6, five authors appear in the density visualization due to
their contribution to this field (these are Saen R.F., Izadikhah M., Yousefi S., and Azadi M.).
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Figure 6. Network visualization of top authors’ network. Source: Authors’ work, via VOSviewer
software 2022.

This analysis attempts to “shed light on clustered research among scholars from a par-
ticular region”, and this information can be used “to justify and spark new research among
scholars in underrepresented regions”. Moreover, this visualization presents mapped col-
laborations between different countries and different authors and could inspire “prospec-
tive scholars to reach out to established and trending scholars in the respective research
field” [48].

3.7. Research Gap

Regarding the research area, the obvious problem is the lack of existing research. By
identifying relevant publications and cited literature in selected publications, keywords,
abstract, and title, the DEA application in the selection of sustainable suppliers is showing
a research gap. The DEA application in the selection of sustainable suppliers has not been
studied and elaborated enough. It is required to extend the research in this area so it
could be useful to academics but also managers in practice. It is necessary to encourage
researchers to research in this area and to make the area interesting to as many researchers
as possible in order to raise awareness of the importance of sustainable suppliers for the
development of a sustainable supply chain. The key question is whether researchers and
practitioners recognize and understand the DEA methodology, its application, and benefits
so that it can be used in the selection of sustainable suppliers. There may be a problem of
misunderstanding the DEA and how it is used in selecting sustainable suppliers, where
the goal should be to make it recognizable and understandable to the wider community
(both researchers and practitioners). It is important to address how the DEA exists since
the 1980s and has proved useful in many areas, which is why it is necessary that the area
related to the selection of sustainable suppliers will be also recognized through the DEA.

With all of the mentioned above, this review is relevant for academics but also has a
practical relevance. It provides exploratory insights of the DEA benefits in the area of the
selection of sustainable suppliers. This review can also make managers within the supply
chain aware of choosing sustainable suppliers through the DEA methodology. This research
can also assist business in setting sustainable supply chain strategies through the DEA
by connecting with sustainable suppliers. This research should be viewed as an addition
on the current way and process of how companies are selecting (sustainable) suppliers in
adjusting their business strategy and thus affecting its supply chain. Within the process
of selecting sustainable suppliers using DEA, the literature emphasized the importance of
environmental factors as one of the main reasons where DEA can have the greatest impact
in such selection. Therefore, the future role of DEA in the selection of sustainable suppliers
should be further researched to determine how its influence will shift and what effects it
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will have. Through presented research papers and its analysis, it is obvious that it can assist
academics but also managers in practice in making and predicting how and which factors
are crucial in changing behavior in the supply chain by selecting sustainable suppliers
using DEA.

4. Discussion, Implications, and Future Trends for DEA in the Selection of
Sustainable Suppliers

The DEA methodology is a powerful, popular mathematical programming technique
that has found a wide application in many industries and decision-making processes. It
is often combined with different MCDM techniques, which according to the survey were
mostly techniques for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS), analytic
hierarchy process (AHP), Artificial neural network (ANN), analytic network process (ANP),
fuzzy DEA, Green DEA (GDEA) models, etc. As opposed to the traditional approach to the
supplier selection problem, “modern approaches are also considering the green aspects
because of the rising importance of environmental impacts to comply with environmental
standard” [1].

Additionally, there are some suggested guidelines and directions for further research
in the sustainable supplier selection with the DEA area, which are as follows: there is
an evident trend in developing the GDEA (green DEA) models for practical implications,
and that is encouraged and expected from both scholars and managerial teams and future
analysts; the AHP, TOPSIS, and ANN MCDM models in combination with DEA are
increasingly popular in this area and “are already linked to strategic purchasing practices
and relate to a more advanced level” [49]. The fuzzy DEA models have been increasingly
implemented in this area (especially in the period from 2015 to 2022). As shown in Table 7,
the most common research areas in which the DEA and MCDM models were combined
are Artificial Intelligence, Supply Chain Management, Machine Learning, and Supplier
Selection. However, there is huge potential for an even greater use of the combined DEA
and MCDM models in many different industries in the future.

Thus, “to solve the MCDM problem in supplier selection (due to fact that sustainable
supplier selection is here in focus) the study was conducted and it proposes a new fuzzy
DEA model based on the super-efficiency DEA model, and confirms their interconnected-
ness” [50] (p. 91).

In addition, finally, as [47] put it, “the most valuable suggestion for future studies
would be to apply existing or extended DEA approaches in real-world problems and
applications”.

Table 7. The combined use of DEA and MCDM models.

Title of Paper Keywords Review and Discussion Combination of DEA and
MCDM

An integrated model for
green supplier selection
under fuzzy environment:
application of data
envelopment analysis and
genetic programming
approach [51]

Artificial intelligence; Data
envelopment analysis (DEA);
Ge-netic programming (GP);
Green supplier selection;
Parametric analysis

The paper research models based
on hybrid artificial intelligence
(AI) that deal with supplier
evaluation. It highlights the
artificial neural network
(DEA-ANN) as one of the applied
methods in the assessment of
suppliers by a combination of
artificial intelligence and DEA.
The paper also investigates how
to improve previous models and
creates a new robust nonlinear
mathematical equation for
evaluating efficiency and selecting
suppliers using established
criteria and genetic programming.

DEA + Artificial Intelligence
+ Supplier Selection
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Table 7. Cont.

Title of Paper Keywords Review and Discussion Combination of DEA and
MCDM

Sustainable supplier
evaluation and selection
with a novel two-stage DEA
model in the presence of
uncontrollable inputs and
undesirable outputs: a
plastic case study [28]

Multiple criteria
decision-making; Supply
chain management;
Sustainable supplier selection;
Two-stage data envelopment
analysis; Uncontrollable
inputs; Undesirable outputs

The study “proposes new
two-stage DEA network model in
the presence of uncontrolled
inputs and undesirable outputs
with consideration of a set of
intermediates between the two
phases for evaluation and
selection of the best sustainable
supplier”

DEA + Supplier Selection

Supplier selection
considering sustainability
measures: An application of
weight restriction
fuzzy-DEA approach [52]

Data envelopment analysis;
Fuzzy set theory; Supplier
selection; Sustainable
development; α-cut approach

The study proposes a new model
for supplier evaluation and
ranking and integrates fuzzy set
theory and DEA into the new
model, taking into account the
decision-makers’ preferences and
resolving ambiguities and
uncertainties in the supplier
selection process. This paper
presents and “developed a new
fuzzy-DEA model, using the
α-cut approach and taking into
account weight constraints”.

DEA + Fuzzy-DEA
model + Supplier Selection
(automotive parts supplier)

A comparison of fuzzy DEA
and fuzzy TOPSIS in
sustainable supplier
selection: Implications for
sourcing strategy [53]

DEA; Logistics; Sourcing;
Suppliers; Sustainability;
TOPSIS

The paper combines two methods
in supplier selection, “technique
for ordering preference by
similarity to ideal solution”
(TOPSIS) and DEA. Based on a
small number of evaluation
criteria, the study proves that the
combination of these two
methods is applicable and useful
for shortlisting potential
sustainable suppliers (the paper
suggestions for expanding
research take the application of
selected models to a number of
criteria into account).

DEA + TOPSIS
+ Sustainable Supplier

Selection

How to use fuzzy screening
system and data
envelopment analysis for
clustering sustainable
sup-pliers? A case study in
Iran [54]

Data envelopment analysis
(DEA); DEA-Based clustering
method; Enhanced Russell
model (ERM); Fuzzy
screening system; Sustainable
supply chain management

The study uses the DEA method
to group suppliers into clusters
and thus identifies and eliminates
unqualified suppliers. The paper
presents a new algorithm that
uses the fuzzy screening system
and the DEA method to select
suppliers.

DEA + Fuzzy-DEA
model + Supplier Selection

Production and scale
efficiency of South African
water utilities: The case of
water boards [55]

Data Envelopment Analysis;
Scale efficiency; Technical
efficiency; Water boards;
Water losses

The study applies the DEA model
to be able to measure the technical
efficiency of utility companies in
South Africa. Therefore, the DEA
serves to determine, measure,
analyze, and compare the
technical performance of all water
panels in South Africa.

DEA + Supplier Selection
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Table 7. Cont.

Title of Paper Keywords Review and Discussion Combination of DEA and
MCDM

A Hybrid Supplier Selection
Approach Using Machine
Learning and Data
Envelopment Analysis [56]

Data Envelopment Analysis;
Decision Tree; Kernel Support
Vector Machine; Logistic
Regression; Machine Learning;
Supplier Selection

This study integrates and
combines DEA and machine
learning, where specific machine
learning algorithms applicable to
DEA results are presented. The
paper focuses on developing a
hybrid model for supplier
selection by combining DEA
methods and machine learning
algorithms.

DEA + Supplier
Selection + Machine

Learning

Source: Authors’ work, 2022.

The DEA is expected to experience an even greater use by managers and data analysts
in the process of decision-making. Moreover, managers ought to use the DEA as an
efficiency-and-performance “supporting tool in the decision-making process” [57]. Having
in mind the primary goal of the DEA, which is to provide a classification of relatively
efficient and relatively inefficient units, this opens up vast opportunities for its wider use
in supply chain management and specifically in the selection of sustainable suppliers. DEA
has a wide usage in different industries, which proves its usefulness and benefits. As
the research itself shows, DEA applications are experiencing growth from 2017 until now
(2022), and researchers are realizing the necessity to research this area. However, the field is
still insufficiently researched, and too few researchers deal with and analyze the advantages
and benefits of DEA in selecting sustainable suppliers. Although the DEA methodology is
not a new concept, the increase in its usage is evident in a number of different industries
and different fields of business operations through the years, and its application changes
how companies operate.

The results of the presented bibliometric literature review show that sustainable
development and sustainable suppliers nowadays are imperative for doing business, and
DEA influences and helps this process. Sustainable development and sustainable suppliers
affect the business process and increase the efficiency and effectiveness of a company.
A successful supply chain depends on quality suppliers and, above all else, sustainable
suppliers, which affect the long-term growth and development of the company and make
for greater visibility and respect for the environmental component of the company. The
goal of the companies is to build a resilient supply chain while striving to strengthen
all business processes and all business components of the company where sustainable
suppliers are one of the necessary conditions that companies need to meet and fulfill. It is
evident that according to the growing trend of the observed articles, this area is becoming
the interest of an increasing number of researchers (although currently insufficient) and that
the imperative of the company is sustainable growth and development, where sustainable
suppliers are one of the key factors. In the field of scientific research, it is necessary to place
increasing emphasis on the importance of sustainable suppliers and to encourage research
in this area in order to highlight their importance in today’s modern and global business.
The idea and the aim of the paper was to present and show that sustainable suppliers are
indispensable stakeholders in the supply chain that facilitate and contribute to the success
of the entire process of the supply chain.

This study provides a summary of the work that was conducted to develop models
and approaches for the selection of sustainable suppliers. Moreover, an overview of the
real-life applications of DEA in the sustainable supplier selection was created in Figure 7.
The process of selection of a sustainable supplier with DEA has been widely applied in
various industries. According to Figure 7, DEA was extensively used in real-life decision-
making situations, such as the food processing industry (oil and palm oil industry), the
manufacturing industry, the textile and apparel industry, the semiconductor industry, the
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automotive industry, the logistics industry, the payment and banking industry, the cell-
phone industry, the construction industry, the urban transportation industry, and even the
civil society industry and the blockchain technology industry. This implies the applicability
and effectiveness of DEA in the decision-making process in supply chain management.
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Moreover, this research area needs more empirical, theoretical, and quantitative ev-
idence and is the scope for many studies to be carried out in the future. The conducted
research gives a brief overview of a research field that is insufficiently explored through the
scientific literature and presents a wide area for further research.

5. Conclusions

This study was designed to survey articles that implement the DEA methodology in
sustainable supplier evaluation and selection which asked for an analysis of bibliometric
data on DEA articles in the selection of sustainable suppliers in peer-reviewed journals
listed in the Scopus and Elsevier Web of Science databases. This research considered a range
of 87 articles published over a period of 13 years (from 2010 to 2022) (Appendix A) and,
thus, the state of the art on this subject could be properly mapped. This mapping considered
bibliometrics, scope, the DEA models and extensions used, and the interfaces with other
techniques and methodologies. The findings of this research indicate that the impact of
DEA in the selection of sustainable suppliers on the supply chain is on the verge to disrupt
current supply chain processes and overall business processes in companies affecting its
sustainability on market. Moreover, this is the research area that needs more empirical
evidence, theoretical and quantitative evidence, and presents a scope for many studies to be
carried out in the future. DEA in selection of sustainable suppliers brings many challenges
to managing the supply chain where supply chain operations will change accordingly with
the use of DEA. The main question for researchers and managers remains how to integrate
and manage DEA methodology in the selection of sustainable suppliers as an efficient and
effective way in order to optimize the whole supply chain of the organization.
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The findings reveal the top contributing authors (Saen R.F., Izadikhah M., Yousefi
S., and Azadi M.), the top contributing journals (International Journal of Production Eco-
nomics, Journal of Cleaner Production and Sustainability-Switzerland), the top contributing
countries (Iran, China, United States, India, Taiwan, Hungary, Malaysia, Australia, Ger-
many, and Canada), the top contributing affiliations (Islamic Azad University, North
Carolina State University, Indian Institute of Technology, Corvinus University of Budapest,
and the National Institute of Industrial Engineering), and present network visualizations
of the countries and authors using the VOSviewer software. Moreover, a word cloud with
the most frequently used keywords was presented. It should be noted that literature in
DEA applied to the process of selection of sustainable suppliers relies on a small number of
authors and journals. Namely, studies revolving around sustainable supplier selection with
the application of DEA are particularly concentrated and result from the work of a limited
academic research network (as shown in Figures 5 and 6). On top of that, one author (Saen
R.F.) represents more than 20% of all the publications. As for the analyzed geographic areas,
around 70% of all the published papers focus on Iran.

The bibliometric review shows that the use of DEA in sustainable supplier evaluation
and selection has shown an increasing trend in the past decade. However, the number of
surveyed 87 papers is relatively modest, and even though most of them developed models
with practical implications, the results are in line with [49], who suggest that “only a small
part of this articles presented a practical application, suggesting that the adoption of DEA
is still low in the industry”.

This research, however, is not without limitations. Although three researchers were
included in the content analysis, the relevance criterion used for the survey analysis of the
papers remained somewhat subjective. Moreover, even though the two most reputable
scientific databases (Web of Science and Scopus) were consulted, there may have been
relevant studies and papers that were not indexed in the abovementioned databases that
would have otherwise enriched the study.

In conclusion, there are many opportunities for future investigation and methodolog-
ical developments of the DEA in many areas related to this research. By analyzing the
relevant scientific literature and by the results of bibliometric research, it is possible to
conclude that there is currently insufficient awareness and use of DEA in the selection
of sustainable suppliers, but through the evaluation of 87 papers, the recognition and
appreciation of DEA are visible, which should ultimately lead to its increasing application.
Finally, this review depicts directions which should be investigated in future work (the
DEA methodology could be used in combination with other models such as GDEA, AHP,
TOPSIS, and ANN MCDM models), and the present review provides a sound and solid
database for such future studies.
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